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UNITED OFFICE ' 

‘mm/‘Jose sweeten, snifr'filit waste-fetus‘ ' 
ARTIFioI-AI'; east fiin‘?it' 

Application liled August 7,’ iszébzseiiai to; "$97,933:: 

. The invention is a cast frame for arti?cial 
limbs by which it is possible to :adjust the 
frame efficiently before the‘ cast ,is made‘ 
7 The object of the invention is to provide a 
frame for making a cast for an arti?cial‘ 
limb in Which the frame may readily bead 
justed in position; . , V . . 

Another object of the‘ invention is topro 
vide' a frame for making a cast for an arti? 
cial limb by which the exact measurements 
for the artificial limb may be obtained. _ 
'Another object of‘ the invention is to pro 

vide a cylindrical formin which the size and 
shape of the stump‘ of a limb maybe cast, 
which has a _ readily adjustable. base. 
And a still further object of the invention 

is?to provide a readily adjustable cast frame 
which is of a simple and economical construc-‘ 
tion; V _, . . , v 

With these ends in view the,v invention em 
bodies,ia cylindrical casing with an adjusta 
ble false bottom,- an adjustable “rod upon 
whichthe casing is.mounted,ja foot‘ at the 
lower end'of the rod,- an- adjustable opening 
attheupper end of the said casingba leather 
casing that may readily be. attached to the 
stump and a cast frame for the lower portion 
of the leg; - r - . ., _ 

Other features and advantages of the in 
vention will appear from the following de 

ings, wherein: I. 
Figure 1 is a view showin'ga framewith 

part broken awayiin which a cast is made 
for a limb amputatedabove the knee; 
‘Figure-2 is a side View of the casing at the 

upper end o’fFigure 1. , " 
_ Figure 3 is a detail showing the means 
for attaching the cover plate to the upper end 
of thevcasing. . . ,. r Y 4. _ 

Figure 4 is a view of the casing somewhat 
similar tothatshown in Figure 1 which is 
particularly adaptable for making the‘ cast 
of a leg» in which the amputation is made be 
lowthe knee joint. 7 i o .. 

Figure 5 is a view showing a casing similar 
to that shown in Figure 1 that isfparticularly 
adaptable ‘for making the cast of an arm that 
is amputated above the elbow, 

Figure 6 1s a similar device that is particu 

it woud?bemade, wherein humeral : 

Figures M11612; 

o the sides 

1 upper end; (if 

'larlyadaptable for an armainpiitatedbelow 
~ '. ‘I, We . '._ 1.:_~ I ' 

, Figure’? is a ‘View showing aspecialfun- 7 
fuel that‘ is adaptable'ibi; ?lling ‘the casing. _ I 
,Figure 8; is a detail showing ‘an adjusting ‘5E5 ' 
nut of the frame shown inrwFigure ‘1. _ p 

. Figure 9‘ a vertjcalssctiqn his rant qf 
the“ cylindrical casing” showing the adj ust 
able falsebottom, _ _v H _ _ h ._ 

the‘ apparatus is shown as 
in?ll,‘ 

,catesthje apparatus formaking a cast veta 
limbampumted abate ‘thsknee, as'shpwiluin 

. a This device farmed with 
a dylindrisal,shapedrsasinsg havins?anges 55 
3 ?dipinins the. edges at: oneisiele whish are 
held together-by bolts 41L , In the design shown 

I ‘In th‘ drawing 

ahead. adaptableio ?t Over, the weed 9f 
the casing 2 that may be used to lengthen the am‘ 
casing if desired; .ltttheiurpsrnsnd at the 
sasingis a 52011921" .6. haying. ediustable. Plates 
Tend 8' whicllmay readily be adjusted Walter ‘ 
, a _. . of the Opening 9 to?t snugly around 
the thigh. The collar 76 form's‘la cover plate i5 

the casing is providedlwithian'eiteiision with 

which .isheldto’ a flange at theupper end 
:Of the-.éasinabt'ga U sh?psl'riting 1.1- T116 
ends of thispring aé. beet-Outward forming 
?a?ses a .iildiéetédby the numeral 1,2 and 
are clamped tosstherbii’ the-bolt 13-.‘ At the to 

. . .o . the sasinsisi also a threaded‘ 

Pout, 1.4 through whichrlaster Qtl’aris; 01' the like my be il‘iiesbelieto-the casing and at 
théjimlsr and 9t thisosrsiut. 11s‘ a sllidable ba?‘le 
‘15 which extends upward ‘through the collar"35_ 
6. whichima-y'slide aowawaium close 
the end of the spout. eiterio'r of 

‘ the casing 1, is pro’v'ided with small pulleys; i6 
"and eyes 17 through ' 

h 
. . . , . .ksjtl'élps'" (if thé like 

may pass I teasing the ShoiiL-ec 
ders or suitable’ part of thebody: * 
The movable false bbttomofi the interior of 

the casing?whi'ch- is shtiwfi‘in the broken away 
parties of Figure 1' is more-clearly shown in 
Figure This‘ device is ‘formed with an out- '95 
at ring 18' which is-held to’ an adjustable nut 
‘19 by rods 20 and- the nut 19' is held 
on the-upper end of a screw 21,‘ as‘ shown. 
Inside of"v the ring18; is a: disc 22, the 
outer; edge of which :is provided vwith 9.7.100 
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step joint to correspond with a similar 
joint in the ring 18 and this disc is mounted 
on a rod 23 which is screwed upon a vertical 
screw 24 at the upper end of the nut 19. It 
will be observed that by rotating the screw 
24 the disc 22 may be raised or lowered as may 
be desired. On top of thedisc 22 is a circular 
plate 25 which is adjustably held by ?ngers 
26. The lingers 26 are pivotally held in the 
plate 22 as shown at the points 27 and 
clamped in any suitable position by another 
disc 28, which is held to the rod-23 by a screw 
29. It will be observed that by loosening the 
screw 29 the ?ngers 26 maybe readily. adjust 
ed to change the diameter of the circular 
plate 25.’ . ‘ ~ 1 , 

At the lower end of the screw 21 is a nut 30 
which rests on the upper end of a tube 31 and 
it will be observed that by; screwing the nut 
30 in one direction‘, the screw 21 may slide 
downwardly into the tube and by turning it 
in the. opposite direction‘ the screw may be 
moved upward. At the lower end of the tube 
31 is a threaded portion 32, as shown in Fig 
ure 8, and on this-portion is a nut 33 which 
may be tightened or loosened to ‘hold or re 
lease the tube on the rod 34. At the lower 
end of the tube 21 are slots 35 as indicated by 
the dotted lines in Figure 8 which will per 
mit the'tube to bind around the rod. The rod 
34 extends into a foot as indicated by the nu 
meral 3G, and as shown in Figure 1. This 
foot may be of any suitable type or design and 
may be attached to the rod in anysuitable 
manner. 

In the design shown in Figure 4 the device 
is provided with a casing 37 having an ex 
tension 38 similar to that shown in Figure 1 
and at the upper end of the casing are sock 
ets 39-into which outwardly extending bars 
40 from the knee joints 41 may be placed as 
shown. The knee joints 41 are provided with 
upwardly extending bars 42 which may be 
continuous to the upper end‘of a leather cas 
ing 43 as shown, or may stop at the point 44 
and be spliced with'an upper section which 
will extend downward to a point 45 so that its 
length may be adjustable. The casing 43 
may be held together by a strap 46 through 
eyes 47 and hooks 48, as shown, or in any 
other suitable. manner' In this design the 
foot is provided with side rods 49 which ex 
tend upward through sockets 50, 51 and 52 
and which are held by a pin 53 on a chain 54. 
The upper end of the rod 34 is similar to that 
shown in Figures 1 and 9. ' 
In the design shown in Figure 5 which is 

adaptable'fo-r an arm amputated above the 
elbow the casing 55 is provided with a ring 
56 at the upper end which is similar to the 
ring 6 in the design shown in Figurel and 
?anges 57 which are similar to the ?anges 
3. On the interior of the casing is a false 

is indicated by the numeral» - 
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58 and which is similar to the device shown 
in Figure 9. In this design the screw 21 is 
held in a nut 59 in a spider 60 at the lower 
end of the casing and at the lower end of the 
screw is a ring 61 by which it may be turned. 
The design shown in Figure 6 is particu 

larly adaptable for an arm in which the stump 
extends beyond the elbow as the leather cas 
ing62 may be strapped around the upper 
arm with the stump extending into the cas~ 
mg so that the cast may be made in the 
casing 63. The interior of this casing 1s 
‘practically the same as that of the casing 2 
shown in Figure 1,. On the interior of the 
casing 62 are felt pads 64 as shown 1n dotted 
lines inFlgure 6. These pads are attached 
‘through the casing to the straps 42 to‘the 
elbow joint 41 which is similar to that shown 
in Figure 4, and it will be observed that they 
extend into the hollow places above the elbow 
to assure a lirm grip. The casing 62 may be 
provided with buckles 66 by which it may be 
fastened on one side and may also be pro— 
vided with eyelets 67 on the‘ opposite side by 
which it may be laced. ‘ a 

The special funnel shown in Figure 7 a is 
‘made with an'outwardly ?aring ?ange 68 and 
a cylindrical section v69 which is provided 
‘with slots 70 to permit clearance for the 
sockets 39 on the casing 37, as shown in 
Figure 4. .The lower end of the portion 69 
may be curved as shown to ?t the upperend 
of the casing. 37. 

t is understood that changes may be made 
in the construction without 
the spirit of the invention, one of which 
changes may be in the use of other means 
for attaching the casings shown in Figures 
1 and 4 to the foot, anothermay be in the 
use of any other 
bination with the casing, and still another 
may be ‘in the use of any other combination 
of the cast frames or casings than those 
shown. ‘ ‘ 

Having thus fully described the invention, 
what I claim as new and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent, is :—— I 

1. In a cast forming device of the class de 
scribed, a cylindrical casing having an open 
ing at one side with'outwardly extending 
?anges at the sides thereof, means for hold 
ing the ?anges together, adjustable means for 
partially closing the opening at the upper 
end, a horizontal partition midway of the 
said casing, said partition being made in sec! 
tions, means for adjustmg the position of the 
sections in relation to each other, means for 
adjusting the positlon of the said horizontal 
partition, a stem extending downward from 
the lower end or" the casing attached to the‘ 
lower end thereof and also to the said hori 
zontal partition, a ‘foot at the lower end of 
the stem and means for readily adjusting the 
length of the said stem. 

2. In a casting device of the class de 
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. comprising a plurality of sections, 
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scribed, a cylindrical casing having a ?anged 
opening at one side, means for holding the 
?anges together, an adjustable closure at the 
upper end of the casting, a horizontal parti 
tion in the said casing, means for adjusting I 
the position of the said partition, said parti 
tion being made in sections and means for 
adjusting the position of the said sections 
in relation to each other. 

3. In a. cast frame for arti?cial limbs, a 
cylindrical shell With a vertical opening in 
one side thereof, means for holding the edges 
of the shell together at the opening, a hori 
zontal partition in said shell, said partition 

means for 

adjusting the positions of the different sec 
tions independently to fit the lower end of a 
stump placedtherein, an expanding band on 
the upper side of the said partition, and 
means for adjusting the position of the said 
band. 
In testimony whereof ‘I affix my signature. 

' THEODORE M. LAWRENCE.‘ 


